scholarship. `Ilm al-sarf, for example, is quite readily categorized as morphology, al-nahw as syntax, 'ilm al-ishtiqdq as etymology, 'ilm al-lugha as lexicography, and so on. `Ilm al-wad', on the other hand, has no apparent counterpart among the branches of Western philology or linguistics; as a matter of fact, its subject matter, which will be unfolded in the course of the present study, does not seem to fall within the domain of the Western philologist's, or linguist's, interests. If there is any category of inquiry at all, known to the West, that suits 'ilm al-wad`, it is probably that part of philosophy which is called «philosophy of language». Gardet and Anawati have referred to `ilm al-wad as «sémantique»2. al-Mulakhkhas fi `ilm al-wad` (Cairo, 19----) . Until the early part of this century, 'ilm al-wad` has occupied a rather high place in the curriculum of religious studies in the Azhar6.
The term which indicates the subject matter of the science under consideration, is a verbal noun or infinitive, the ordinary meaning of which is «to put down», «to place», «to posit», etc. In the technical
